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Edit Vis a vis (2015-2019) Season: 1 2 3 4 OR Year: 2015 2016 2018 2019 Séries mais expects Novas séries mais expected to support Last lan'amentos de séries Novas séries Next seasons 2. The Paper House - Season 5 3rd Outlander - Season 6 4th Riverdale - Season 5 Em 20 de Janeiro of 2021 Agenda the Unpublished Seasons Note: Remember that
by Play the video will open  one or two pages with advertising, then they will be able to browse normally The editor writes about 17 news episodes of season 4 Zulema , Saray and Altagracia return to prison after being captured by the police. On the transfer Zulema tries to escape, albeit without good results. Mercedes constantly receives threats, so she
gets scared and decides to inherit the drug business that used to be Anabel's. Sandoval becomes the new director of Cruz del Norte and begins to bring order in his own way. Zulema returns to Cruz del Norte, with Hierro as the new official, where Altagracia asks him for help in fleeing. The Mexican knows that she is not loved by prison officials and inmates,
so she wants to leave immediately before she is killed. Zulema also meets Saray and they have a fight in the dining room. Rizos makes a decision that exposes her to Sandoval's retaliation. After Altagracia's escape, the prison becomes uninhabitable for the inmates. Sandoval is angry and knows that Zulema knows where the Mexican is. The director tries to
get the information from Zulema, who says nothing. For this reason, Sandoval imposes strict and unfair rules until the dam wants to speak. Which ends with a great tension between Zulema and the rest of the loot. To find out Altagracia's whereabouts and the pressure to Zulema, Sandoval decides to oust Fatima (Zulema's daughter) from prison. Although
Zulema does not give in at first, her maternal instinct soon appears when her daughter became Goya's target. While Altagracia has a plan in mind, he puts the entire prison on alert to get Zulema to flee. Palacios establishes a prison choir and plans to visit a nursing home for the premiere. However, this exit from North Cross is an opportunity for dams to
make other plans. After being attacked by Goya, Fatima reaches for Sandoval's help and feels protected. This is not well seen with the other prey facing him. Meanwhile, Zulema is taken to Ms. Cruz to negotiate peace in prison, but the inmate does not give in. Sole's health is getting worse by the day, so Sandoval decides to move her to another center with
better care. Despite Zulema's warnings to his daughter about Sandoval, Fatima uses the one he received to exact revenge. Practice. other inmates. Meanwhile, Ms. Cruz and Sandoval are taking their last chance for Zulema to talk about where Altagracia is. Tere also meets her former partner at her father's funeral. Officials in Cruz del Norte are conducting a
search in which they find some pills That Sole has kept for suicide, and his transfer from prison is complicated by an insurgency that officials cannot control. After the raid, Fatima is released from prison and leaves a letter to her mother Zulema. On the other hand, Macarena wakes up from a coma and returns to prison, where she is greeted with a welcome
party. He also encounters the prison somewhat chattering: curls in isolation and Zulema wants revenge on Sandoval. After Salvador's failed attempt to move brine to another center, the inmates control the prison and take prison officials like Palacios or Millon hostage. At this moment, Sandoval begins his escape because he knows that Zulema is seeking
revenge and is pursuing him to end his life. Meanwhile, Maca sets out in search of Rizos, who is in solitary confinement. Outside, police are preparing to storm the North Cross, although Ms Cruz's presence inside complicates the plan. Score Season: Page 2 After being forced to flee prison by Zulema, just as she had to go to a hearing with the judge,
Macarena will do her best to escape her companions despite their freedom. Her decisions will lead her to the goal of Zulema, who is unwilling to leave those who harm her, even though she is aware that they need each other in an emergency. Moreover, Macarena will enter a spiral of decadence in which much is at stake and will push her to the limits she
could never have imagined. In Cruz del Sur, his escape had consequences for Macarena's former companions and his company. Among them, greater security measures have been introduced and Valbuena has become the new head of security. A position from which he does not seem gracious. The harsh measures will do nothing but grow the hatred of
prey on their former comrades. Score Season: Page 3 After losing virtually everything, Macarena and her fellow inmates are moved to a new complex: Cruz del Norte. There, the one who had become Queen of Cruz del Sur will have to find her place, while she tries not to come from her now-familiar leader and assumes that she will never get out of prison.
Zulema's return after waking up from the coma doesn't seem to make her any easier either, although the Queen, who entered the South Cross prefers to choose caution in an area that is new to them and fight their battles one by one. In the meantime, a surprising and unexpected event will put more than one of the loot against the ropes. A fact that will also
test the prison officers themselves, especially Altagracia Guerrero, head of the complex. An aggressive woman with a fleeting personality and low empathy who exercises her control with an iron hand and even practices outside the law. Score season: Locked Up: The Oasis (Trailer)Vis a vis: Season 4 (Trailer)Season 4 Recap: Vis a VisLocked Up: Season 2
(Recap)Vis a vis: Season 3 (Trailer)Vis a vis: Season 2 (Trailer)Vis: Season 1 (Trailer) Bad person I leave you a short summary on chapter 6 of Season 4 of Vis a vis called Bad Person... Tere receives some very sad news that will lead to a happy reunion. Sandoval finally manages to awaken Zulema's maternal instinct and uses it against her. The episode
Bad Person, episode 6 of season 4 of Vis a vis, premieres on TV in 2019-01-21 and each episode takes about 50 minutes to be able to watch this full episode in HD, you can use various options, pay TV or services like Netflix, emulate or torrent. Language: It's Pt Country: ES Premiere: 2019-01-21 Duration: 50 min 8/10 Fourth season of Vis a visPrograma
Vis a vis[1] Cast Maggie CivantosNajwa NimriRamiro BlasBerta VézquezAlba FloresAdriana PazPaes of Origin SpainN.o of episodes 8Relaunch MethodCasting FOX SpainFirst December 2018 Last broadcast on 4. February 2019Cronology of seasons Third season of Vis a vis Fourth Season of Vis a vis Derived Series:(Vis a vis: The oasis) [edit data on
Wikidata] This article is about the fourth and final season of the Spanish television series Vis a vis, which premiered on the private television channel FOX Spain on December 3, 2018. Produced by Globomedia and FOX Networks Groups Spain, the fourth season begins recording the new episodes in June 2018 with much of the previous season, including
Maggie Civantos, Najwa Nimri, Berta Vézquez and Alba Flores. Confirmation of the new season and reception By various media, on March 14, 2018 it was announced that FOX Spain is working on the fourth season of Vis a vis. [2] The official confirmation was made a month later, especially on April 19, at the center of the presentation and press conference
of the third season. As a result, the production of a fourth season was announced before the release of the third season, which shows the private chain's strong confidence in the product and its commitment to its own production. [3] Fans of the series soon to fall with the message: Confirmation The new chapters, originally scheduled to arrive in 2019, were
most discussed on social networks such as Twitter. [4] The fourth season began on June 4, and FOX confirmed to the actors that they would be there. [5] However, the list did not show the name of Maggie Civantos, sowing doubts about her continuity in the series. Finally, FOX Spain confirmed in a press release that the actress will be adding to the filming in
a few weeks. [6] Although the network began promoting the fourth season for 2019, it was confirmed on November 5 that the new series of episodes would air on December 3, 2018, which would advance its premiere earlier than expected. Advertising campaign On October 30, 2018, for halloween celebration, FOX Spain released a promotional video
featuring actresses from the Maggie Civantos and Najwa Nimri series playing their respective characters. In this spot, directed by Carles Torrens, the protagonists strive to defend themselves against the zombies of The Walking Dead in the North Cross, creating a crossover between the two most successful rooms in the payroll chain. The video had a huge
impact and a welcome applause on social media. [7] Dispute After the rapid escape, in which Zulema (Najwa Nimri), Saray (Alba Flores) and Altagracia (Adriana Paz) experienced various adventures in the Dominican Republic for several months, the girls are captured by the police and return to Cruz del Norte as inmates. Sandoval (Ramiro Blas) becomes
the new director of Cruz del Norte to restore order in prison. A few weeks later, Macarena's big return (Maggie Civantos) to North Cross will turn the prison upside down. Actor and main characters Najwa Nimri as Zulema Zahir Berta Vézquez as Estefana Kabila Silva Rizos (episodes 1-5; 8) Alba Flores as Saray Vargas of Jesés Maria Isabel D'az Lago as
SoleSole Néez Hurtado Ramiro Blas as Carlos Sandoval Castro Marta Aledo as Teresa Tere Gonzélez Largo Laura Baena Torres as Antonia Trujillo Déez (episode 3; 5-8) Jes's Castején as inspector in Damién Castillo (episode 1; 3:5; 7:8) Itziar Castro as Goya Fernandez Alberto Velasco Antonio Palacios Lloret Abril Zamora as Luna Garrido With the
special collaboration of Ruth D'az as Mercedes Carrillo (eps. 1) With the collaboration of Cristina Marcos as Magdalena Cruz (episodes 2-3; 5-8) Benjamin Vicuéa as Antonio Hierro (episodes 1-7) Inma Cuevas as Ana Belén Anabel Villaroch Garcés (episode 8) Adriana Paz as Guerrero Altagracia (episodes 1-7) Recurring Zaira Pérez as Nuria Millén
Georgina Amors as Fatima Amin (episodes 3-7) (Episodes 5-6) Maggie Civantos as Macarena Ferreiro Molina (episodes 7-8) episodes and No. TitleDirected by Original Broadcast DateAudience331»La Barbie»Marc Vigil3 December 2018143 000 (0.8%) Zulema, captured by police, is at Santo Domingo airport waiting to be taken on a regular flight to Madrid
to re-enter Cruz del Norte. They placed her in the care of Iron, who had previously been made aware of her dangerous behaviour by Castillo. In the course of the flight to Lema is a plan to escape, but fails. Meanwhile, Sandoval is appointed as the new director in Cruz del Norte. He himself is responsible for the reception of Altagracia, who returns to prison as
an inmate. Officers recruit her on her first day in solitary confinement. Saray, who had her daughter Estrella, has to separate from her in order to return to prison. Mercedes, for its part, has lost all privileges and opted for drug trafficking. Retaliation is immediate: On the same night, Sandoval bites two dogs on her. 342'The Leak'Marc Vigil10 December 201893
000 (0.5%) Hierro joins as the new official of Cruz del Norte. Zulema returns to prison and meets Altagracia when they leave solitary confinement. The Mexican tells Zulema that she needs her help to escape and tells her that she will come to look for her when she is already out of prison. Locken and Saray have a sexual encounter in the showers. Mrs. Cruz,
the owner of Cruz's prisons, visits Sandoval. Zulema and Saray meet again and fight in the dining room. Rizos agrees with Goya to be a partner in the drug business. Zulema finally helps Altagracia escape. 353 The Pain LimitSandra Gallego17 of December 201892 000 (0.5%) After escaping from Altagracia, the prison becomes an uninhabitable place for
loot. Hierro warns that all unfair punishments will disappear if Zulema reveals where the Mexican is. As part of the escape plan, Zulema asks Altagracia to kidnap Sandoval's ex-wife. In order for both to be able to communicate, Antonia acts as a mediator. The director tells Sole that he has Alzheimer's. The loot decides that the best way to end the
punishments is to kill Zulema, but they can't get rid of it. Sandoval catches Rizos driving drugs, and so he doesn't resist her, admits Saray Zulema's weakness: his daughter Fatima, who is in another prison and is currently serving petty theft. Sandoval pulls them to the North Cross. 364 Mom»Ramén Salazar7 of January 2019153 000 (0.8%) Sandoval
introduces Fatima to the other inmates as Zulema's daughter, and Goya tries to sexually enslave the young woman. Altagracia kidnaps Sandra, Sandoval's ex-wife, and wants to an agreement with him: If he lets Zulema escape from North Cross, he will free Sandra; otherwise he will kill them. On the other hand, Alzheimer's continues to affect allon. They
inform Saray that the hospital where her daughter Estrella is located has received two million euros to be cared for by the best doctors. Zulema advises her daughter to survive in prison and advises her to meet Goya. But when Goya attacks her, she throws her to the top floor of the gallery. Iron moves Zulema to freedom, although it is all part of a Sandoval
trap. Zulema doesn't get free and Altagracia kills Sandoval's ex-wife and leaves her drowned in a pool. 375 TreasonCarles Torrens14 of January 201994 000 (0.5%) Saray agrees to marry her daughter for 13 years and say goodbye to her. Ms. Cruz organizes a meal with Zulema and Cayman to offer them a deal: If they do well in their respective prisons and
don't create scandals, they will get various privileges. But Zulema is not prepared to give in. Antonia returns to Cruz del Norte after being accused of working with Zulema and Altagracia. Some dams, which are part of the Cruz del Norte choir, visit a nursing home to sing. Rizos organized a plan to get drugs and drugs while at the residence. On his return to
prison, however, Sandoval. The inmates pass the drug on to Fatima, and the director catches it. Finally, Fatima gives away Rizos, who is in solitary confinement. 386 Bad PersonSandra Gallego21 From January 2019149 000 (0.8%) Palacios tells Tere that her father has died and takes her to the cemetery. There the inmate meets Piti, her ex-boyfriend, and
they decide that they will continue to be seen through the Vis a vis. Soles Alzheimer's is entering its fourth phase, and Sandoval informs her friends that she is being transferred to a specialized center. Fatima falls into Sandoval's trap, thinks he is now his ally and uses him to take revenge on Goya. Later, however, the director orders three West Cross inmates
to rape Fatima while his mother ponders the scene. Zulema asks Sandoval to stop, and for that he tells him where Altagracia escaped. Police detain the Mexican woman, who returns to Cruz del Norte as an inmate. 397 Return homeRamén Salazar28 January 201993 000 (0.5%) Macarena wakes up from a coma and punishes a nurse who photographs his
intimate parts. The next day Castillo visits her and tells her that she is retiring and that on her last day she will help her to escape. Sole asks her friends to kill her, but they all refuse. Fatima is used in Dam center with low conflict, and Zulema declares Iron war because he did not prevent her from being raped. Sandoval visits Altagracia in and hangs it in the
cell itself. Fatima is thrown from the helicopter and dies after hitting Zulema's watchful eye. Dams welcome maca. Saray tells Sole that he will eventually help her die as long as she doesn't see her suffer. Zulema makes a skewer with a wood from the corral. Maca says goodbye to Sole and goes with Castillo to escape. Eventually, she realizes that she can't
leave her friends in such a critical situation, so take Casteno's gun. In the dining room, officials tell Sole that her transfer has progressed, but the only one refuses to leave and asks Sandoval to come down and talk to her. As always, all dams refuse to move brine and have them manifested. Sandoval comes down and makes it clear that brine is going. Prey
refuses again in excitement. Zulema uses the situation to kill Sandoval. But Iron tries to stop her, and Zulema stisinuates him and causes her death. Macarena enters the dining room with the weapon, and Zulema declares war on Sandoval. 408 The Yellow FloodSandra Gallego4 of February 2019214 000 (1.1%) The inmates, who followed with their mutiny,
took the officers hostage. Mrs. Cruz tries to hide, but Goya catches her and begins to give her orders. Sandoval flees the chaos and locks himself in his office, but Zulema manages to get in. Macarena frees Rizos from isolation. Sole's friends kill her and fulfill her wishes. Zulema takes Sandoval to the other prey, which kills him by stabbing several stab



wounds. Goya frees Ms. Cruz, who orders the policeman to enter the North Cross as soon as possible to stop the inmates' revolt. The police come in, but they don't find any excitement: the dams just wanted to pay homage to brine. Twelve years later, Tere, suspended from the drug, goes with Piti and they have two children. She is a social worker and often
visits the prison. Palacios is the director of Cruz del Norte. Luna works as a stewardess. Goya's manager of the camp waiters. Antonia works in a kitchen. Saray is given custody of his daughter Estrella and lives with his new girlfriend. Rizos has been in prison for years. Macarena and Zulema form a duo and rob a luxury jewelry store. References FOX
already works in a fourth season of 'Vis a vis'. Bluper. 'Vis a vis' renewed and will have a fourth season at FOX Spain. FORMULA TV. Fox Spain confirms the fourth season of 'Vis a vis': It will arrive in 2019. Vanitatis. Globomedia and FOX Spain are filming the fourth season of Vis a vis. FOX Spain. Maggie Civantos returns to the North Cross. FOX Spain.
'Vis a vis': Maca and Zulema face a horde in this Halloween promo FORMULA TV. Receiving from
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